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Electron and fluorescence spectra of a water molecule irradiated by an x-ray free-electron laser pulse
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With the highly intense x-ray light generated by x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs), molecular samples can
be ionized many times in a single pulse. Here we report on a computational study of molecular spectroscopy at
the high x-ray intensity provided by XFELs. Calculated photoelectron, Auger electron, and x-ray fluorescence
spectra are presented for a single water molecule that reaches many electronic hole configurations through
repeated ionization steps. The rich details shown in the spectra depend on the x-ray pulse parameters in a
nonintuitive way. We discuss how the observed trends can be explained by the competition of microscopic
electronic transition processes. A detailed comparison between spectra calculated within the independent-atom
model and within the molecular-orbital framework highlights the chemical sensitivity of the spectral lines of
multiple-hole configurations. Our results demonstrate how x-ray multiphoton ionization-related effects such as
charge-rearrangement-enhanced x-ray ionization of molecules and frustrated absorption manifest themselves in
the electron and fluorescence spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) [1] are emerging x-ray
sources that stand out due to ultrashort pulse durations on
the femtosecond timescale and unprecedented peak brilliances
which are by many orders of magnitude higher than those
of storage-ring-based synchrotron radiation sources [2,3].
The extremely bright and short pulses of XFELs are ideally
suited for biomolecular imaging, where they have allowed
for structure determination of macromolecules and viruses
[4–8]. Aside from diffractive imaging, considerable attention
has also been paid to the potential of XFELs with respect to
spectroscopic applications [9,10]. The capability of XFELs
to provide ultrashort pulses has enabled novel time-resolved
spectroscopic experiments [11–14]. The work presented here is
connected to the ultrahigh intensity of XFELs that has rendered
a new regime in nonlinear x-ray spectroscopy accessible
[15–19].

Concerning spectroscopy with molecules, the high XFEL
intensity opens up new ways to create double core-hole states
in molecules [20]. These double core-hole states have received
significant attention, because in electron spectroscopy they
show more sensitivity to the chemical environment than single
core-holes [21–32]. Moreover, the appearance of multiple core
vacancies may help to reduce the radiation damage in prospec-
tive single-molecule coherent diffractive imaging experiments
because they temporarily reduce the x-ray absorption in the
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sample [2,33]. The electron and fluorescence spectra at high
x-ray intensity mirror the underlying sequential multiphoton
multiple ionization dynamics, i.e., the sequence of consecutive
photoionization, Auger decay, and fluorescence decay steps
that lead to the formation of the multiple core and valence
vacancies. In this way, electron spectra at XFELs encode
information on the radiation damage. On the other hand, they
may help to investigate how double core-hole states can be
created efficiently.

So far, the manifestation of ionization dynamics in spectra
has only been investigated for a single xenon atom [34]. In
molecules, the radiation damage can be significantly different
from what one would expect for single atoms [35,36]. Here we
analyze how the complex ionization dynamics at high x-ray
intensity involving various different charge states manifests
itself in the molecular photoelectron, Auger electron, and
fluorescence spectra. We employ our x-ray molecular physics
toolkit XMOLECULE [35,37] to calculate various spectra for
a molecule exposed to an intense x-ray pulse. We choose a
water molecule as a test system. In our approach [35] the
time-dependent population of the electronic configurations
is described with a rate equation model. For comparable
applications of rate equations see Refs. [2,38–42]. In contrast to
former approaches, where the number of absorbed photons was
limited to two [20,43], the number of absorbed photons is not
restricted and all possible electronic configurations, including
multiple core- and valence-hole states, are taken into account.
In our calculations, we employ x-ray pulses with Gaussian
pulse envelopes of 1 fs, 5 fs, and 50 fs FWHM. We apply a
photon energy of 1 keV throughout the work, which makes full
ionization of the water molecule possible. The fluence is varied
between 1010 photons/μm2 and 1013 photons/μm2. The number of
soft-x-ray photons per pulse generated by currently operating
XFELs is up to 1013 photons at LCLS AMO [44] and is
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expected to be up to 2 × 1014 photons at European XFEL SQS
[45], and a typical focal area is few μm2 for soft x-rays [2].
Thus, a peak fluence approaching 1013 photons/μm2 is realistic.
The outline of this article is as follows: Section II describes the
computational methods used in this work. In Sec. III we show
the resulting fluorescence, Auger electron and photoelectron
spectra of H2O when exposed to an intense x-ray pulse,
and demonstrate how they imprint the multiphoton multiple
ionization dynamics. In Sec. IV, we draw final conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The interaction between an intense x-ray pulse and a water
molecule may be described by a sequence of one-photon
absorption steps. Every K-shell ionization is accompanied
by the corresponding relaxation of the core hole, i.e., Auger
decay or x-ray fluorescence. As has been described before
[35], we model this ionization dynamics using the coupled
rate equations,

d

dt
PI (t) =

∑
I ′ �=I

[�I ′→I (t)PI ′(t) − �I→I ′(t)PI (t)], (1)

where PI (t) is the time-dependent population of an electronic
configuration I of the molecule. Each electronic configuration
is characterized by a set of occupation numbers of the molecu-
lar orbitals. We take all possible configurations into account, in
which the occupation numbers of the occupied orbitals of the
neutral ground-state configuration can be zero, one, or two. For
the water molecule this amounts to 35 = 243 configurations.
The quantities �I→I ′(t) in Eq. (1) are the rates for Auger or
x-ray fluorescence decay from electronic configuration I to I ′,
or the photoionization rates for the ionization process from I

to I ′. In contrast to the Auger and fluorescence decay rates, the
photoionization rates �I→I ′(t) are time dependent, since they
depend on the instantaneous x-ray flux density J (t) at time t

via

�I→I ′(t) = σI→I ′J (t), (2)

where σI→I ′ is the corresponding photoionization cross
section.

The associated spectra are given by the time integral

Fλ(E) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dt

∑
I ′

∑
I �=I ′

�I ′→I,λ(t)f (E − EI ′→I )PI ′(t), (3)

where the summation over the rates �I ′→I,λ(t) is now restricted
to a particular type of transition indicated by the additional
index λ, which labels Auger transitions, fluorescence, or
photoionization, respectively. The function f (E − EI ′→I ) is
the corresponding line shape and EI ′→I is the transition energy
for the considered transition. For simplicity we first bin here
all spectra with 1-eV bins. Subsequently, all calculated spectra
are convolved with a Gaussian function with 3 eV FWHM.
The value of 3 eV constitutes an estimate of the spectral
line broadening due to the interplay of finite lifetime effects,
vibrational broadening, multiplet splitting, and dissociation
effects, which are not included in our model. The effects of
molecular dissociation and vibrational broadening are dis-
cussed in Sec. III E.

The photoionization cross sections and Auger decay and
fluorescence rates are obtained from electronic structure cal-
culations conducted with our toolkit XMOLECULE [37], which
is based on the Hartree-Fock-Slater [46] model. As described
in detail in Ref. [35], for every hole configuration that can
be visited during the multiple x-ray ionization dynamics we
calculate the molecular electronic structure and obtain a table
of all possible photoionization cross sections, as well as
Auger and fluorescence rates. We employ a minimal basis
set constructed from numerical atomic orbitals. Specifically,
for each molecular hole configuration we use basis functions
that are taken from an atomic calculation for the respective
core vacancy [37] conducted with the XATOM [40] toolkit. The
obtained table of electronic transition rates and cross sections
is then used to solve the coupled rate equations given in Eq. (1)
by applying the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method. In addition, we
integrate the time integral given in Eq. (3) in order to obtain
the photoelectron, Auger electron, and fluorescence spectra.

For simplicity we neglect nuclear dynamics. Possible con-
sequences of this approximation on the calculated spectra
are discussed in Sec. III E. Our calculations do not contain
shake-off and shake-up processes, either. Ejected photo- and
Auger electrons are treated as noninteracting particles. Thus,
phenomena such as the space-charge effect and postcollision
interaction are not included. We think that these effects would
have an overall minor impact on the spectra.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spectra of H2O at high x-ray intensity

All spectra were calculated for a photon energy of 1 keV,
which is above the ionization thresholds of all electronic
configurations of H2O. Figure 1 shows spectra that are obtained
for a water molecule exposed to an ultraintense x-ray pulse
with a fluence of 1013 photons/μm2. The pulse is assumed to have
a Gaussian-shaped temporal profile of 5 fs FWHM. As one
can see, the individual spectra show rich details with various
transition lines, which encode information on the dynamics
during the multiple ionization of the molecule.

In Fig. 1(a) the spectrum of K-shell photoelectrons is
shown. It contains a multitude of signals at different kinetic
energies, because in the course of multiple ionization of
the molecule many different electronic configurations with
different charge states are visited. On top of the figure, the
labels indicate the transition classes with “[k,v],” where k =
0,1,2 is the number of K-shell electrons, and v = 0, . . . ,8 is the
number of valence electrons in the water molecule. With higher
charge states the K-shell binding energy increases such that the
photoelectron lines shift to lower kinetic energies. This effect
groups the spectral lines into remarkably well-separated energy
regions corresponding to different charge states. Figure 1(b)
shows the spectrum of valence photoelectrons, which have a
much higher kinetic energy than the K-shell photoelectrons.
As already observed for the K-shell photoelectron signal,
the photoelectron lines originating from the valence shell
shift to lower kinetic energies with higher charge states. In
Fig. 1(c) the spectrum of emitted Auger electrons is shown.
As can be seen, the signals cover a broad energy range ho-
mogeneously, because of the large number of different Auger
processes occurring in the course of ionization dynamics. The
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FIG. 1. Photoelectron, Auger electron, and fluorescence spectra of a water molecule for a 1-keV x-ray pulse with Gaussian pulse envelope
(5 fs FWHM) and a fluence of 1013 photons/μm2. The labels indicate the transition classes with “[k,v],” where k = 0,1,2 is the number of K-shell
electrons, and v = 0, . . . ,8 is the number of valence electrons in the water molecule.

fastest Auger electrons stem from refilling of a double core
vacancy with eight valence electrons, whereas the slowest
Auger electrons stem from refilling of a double core-hole in
a +8 charged molecule. Figures 1(a) and 1(c) indicate that
the K-shell photoelectron and Auger electron spectra overlap
partially for the chosen photon energy of 1 keV. However, one
could easily separate photoelectron and Auger electron spectra
experimentally by employing a different photon energy. For
example, a photon energy lowered by at least 50 eV would
shift the kinetic energies of the photoelectrons below those of
the Auger electrons. Figure 1(d) shows the x-ray fluorescence
spectrum. Remarkably, lines from very specific valence-core
combinations ([0,1]→[1,0]) have dominant contributions.

In order to understand the spectra in Fig. 1, one has to bear
in mind that there are four competing processes at high x-ray
intensity: K-shell photoionization, valence-shell photoioniza-
tion, Auger decay, and fluorescence decay. At the chosen
photon energy of 1 keV, K-shell photoionization is expected
to be much stronger than valence-shell photoionization, since
the K-shell photoionization cross section for the neutral water
molecule (112.5 kb) is much higher than the valence-shell pho-
toionization cross sections (0.3–3.8 kb). However, the overall
contribution of valence ionization found here is remarkably
high. For the considered case with a fluence of 1013 photons/μm2

and a pulse duration of 5 fs, the calculated averaged number of

ejected valence photoelectrons is 3.89, which is even slightly
higher than the number of ejected K-shell photoelectrons
(3.88) [see also Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. The largest contribution to
the spectrum of valence photoelectrons in Fig. 1(b) is found at
kinetic energies between 750 and 850 eV. We have identified
these strong valence ionization contributions to stem from
highly charged electronic configurations with a double core
vacancy ([0,1], [0,2], [0,3], and [0,4]), which are reached under
this high fluence and short pulse condition. For these states with
few valence electrons left, Auger decay is either not possible
([0,1]), or the Auger lifetimes are larger than or comparable to
the pulse duration of 5 fs (see Table I). Therefore, the relative

TABLE I. Total Auger lifetimes, calculated with our toolkit
XMOLECULE [37], for the energetically lowest-lying occupation pat-
tern of the electronic configurations [0,2], [0,3], and [0,4]. Molecular
orbitals are sorted by their energy in the neutral ground state.

Electronic Occupation Associated total
configuration of the MOs Auger lifetime in fs

[0,2] 02000 9.0
[0,3] 02100 5.4
[0,4] 02200 2.5
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contribution of valence ionization for these configurations is
higher than for other configurations.

The x-ray fluorescence spectrum almost exclusively con-
tains [0,1]→[1,0] transitions, because for the [0,1] configura-
tions Auger decay is impossible and therefore fluorescence is
the only remaining decay process. For all other configurations,
Auger decay dominates over fluorescence.

By analyzing the spectra, we demonstrate how to identify
the underlying ionization dynamics. For the fast photoelec-
trons, the K-shell photoionization spectrum in Fig. 1 is dom-
inated by the three peaks that are denoted with [2,8]→[1,8],
[1,8]→[0,8], and [1,6]→[0,6]. Taking this into consideration,
together with the high-intensity Auger line of [0,8]→[1,6] in
Fig. 1(c), one can conclude that the dominant sequence for the
first four steps in the ionization dynamics is

[2,8]
P→ [1,8]

P→ [0,8]
A→ [1,6]

P→ [0,6], (4)

where “P” denotes a K-shell photoionization and “A” stands
for an Auger decay, respectively [38].

B. Molecular effects in the spectra at high x-ray intensity

Most computational methods simulating radiation dam-
age in coherent diffractive imaging experiments [47–51] are
based on the independent-atom model. In this concept the
x-ray ionization of a polyatomic molecule is treated as if
the molecule consisted of isolated atoms. However, it has
recently been shown that at high x-ray fluences the ionization
of a molecule is considerably enhanced compared to what is
found for the independent-atom model [35,36]. This effect
occurs due to molecular electron rearrangement that makes
more electrons available for ionization on the heavier atoms
with higher ionization cross sections. This has been called
charge-rearrangement-enhanced x-ray ionization of molecules
(CREXIM) [36]. In order to investigate how spectra of
molecules at high x-ray intensity are affected by molecular
features in contrast to purely atomic ones, we have conducted
the same calculations as for the water molecule within the
independent-atom model, i.e., for an isolated oxygen and two
isolated hydrogen atoms.

Figure 2 shows a comparison between the spectra calculated
in the molecular-orbital framework and in the independent-
atom model. Here we use a pulse duration of 1 fs FWHM
instead of 5 fs FWHM in Fig. 1. Effects of using a shorter
pulse duration will be discussed in Sec. III C.

In the calculation for the independent atoms, the 1s electrons
in the isolated hydrogen atoms exhibit a negligible probability
of being ionized. As a result, the very high charge states
of +9 and +10 are hardly ever reached in this framework.
Accordingly, we can identify the transition [1,2]→[0,2] in
the spectrum of the independent-atom calculation in Fig. 2(a)
with ionization of the last electron of oxygen, whereas the
hydrogen atoms stay neutral. The energy difference between
the [1,0]→[0,0] transition in the molecular-orbital model and
the [1,2]→[0,2] transition in the independent-atom model,
which accounts for 31 eV (indicated in orange), is caused by
the Coulomb attraction of the last electron by the two naked
protons at the bond distance of the water molecule.

The first thing one notices in the K-shell photoelectron
spectra is that the peaks of the same transitions (i.e., the same

numbers of core and valence electrons in the molecule) are
shifted in energy in the two approaches. They are connected by
brackets in the figure. In the molecular-orbital calculation, the
peak for the creation of the single core-hole ([2,8]→[1,8]) is
shifted up by 7.0 eV in comparison to the corresponding peak in
the independent-atom calculation. This chemical shift is due to
the additional shielding of the nuclear charge by the two extra
valence electrons, which decreases the 1s binding energy in
the molecule. The chemical shift increases with rising number
of valence holes: It amounts to 18.2 eV for the [2,7]→[1,7]
transition and 27.2 eV for the [2,6]→[1,6] transition. This
increment of the chemical shift illustrates that higher charges
induce more rearrangement of the hydrogen electrons in the
water molecule, and thus more shielding of the nuclear charge.

The strong chemical sensitivity of double core-hole states
[20–32] is illustrated by the chemical shift of the [1,8]→[0,8]
transition: It amounts to 19.2 eV, which is 2.7 times higher than
for the [2,8]→[1,8] transition. Similarly to what we have seen
for the single core-hole states, the chemical shift of the double
core-hole states also increases with rising number of valence
holes: 30.6 eV for [1,7]→[0,7], 40.4 eV for [1,6]→[0,6], and
44.4 eV for [1,5]→[0,5]. Interestingly, the chemical shift does
not increase further for a valence electron number below four:
42.6 eV for [1,4]→[0,4], 43.4 eV for [1,3]→[0,3], and 42.8 eV
for [1,2]→[0,2]. This demonstrates that at these high charge
states the rearrangement of the hydrogen electrons towards the
oxygen atom is completed.

In Fig. 2(b) the valence-shell photoelectron signal is shown,
both in the molecular-orbital model and in the independent-
atom model. As in the K-shell spectrum, energies of corre-
sponding lines are shifted in the two models. The valence-shell
photoelectron peaks are broader in the molecular calculation
since, unlike the atomic oxygen 2p levels, the valence orbitals
of molecular water are not degenerate. The signals involving
the removal of the seventh and the eighth valence electron
of a water molecule with double core-hole ([0,2]→[0,1]
and [0,1]→[0,0]) have no equivalent in the calculation with
independent atoms due to the negligible photoionization cross
section of hydrogen.

The calculated Auger electron spectrum is shown for both
models in Fig. 2(c). The spectrum obtained for independent
atoms exhibits a clearer structure and better defined peaks
than the spectrum resulting from the molecular calculation,
due to the above-mentioned degeneracy of the O 2p levels
in the atomic calculation. The spectral region with kinetic
energies below 472 eV is not accessible in the independent-
atom model. The x-ray fluorescence spectrum in Fig. 2(d)
exclusively contains contributions from highly charged states,
both in the molecular and atomic calculations. The most
intense peaks in both models belong to the transitions in which
the last accessible valence electron refills a double core-hole
([0,1]→[1,0] in the molecular calculation and [0,3]→[1,2] in
the independent-atom calculation).

C. Pulse parameter dependence in the molecular calculation

Figures 1 and 2 show spectra for 5- and 1-fs pulse du-
rations, respectively. In the molecular K-shell photoelectron
spectrum the peak for the creation of the double core-hole
with full valence shell ([1,8]→[0,8]) is more intense for the
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FIG. 2. Photoelectron, Auger electron, and fluorescence spectra of a water molecule in the molecular-orbital framework (brown upper line)
and in the independent-atom model (IAM, green lower line) for a 1-keV x-ray pulse with Gaussian pulse envelope (1 fs FWHM) and a fluence
of 1013 photons/μm2. The labels indicate the transition classes with “[k,v],” where k = 0,1,2 is the number of K-shell electrons, and v = 0, . . . ,8
is the number of valence electrons in the water molecule.

1-fs pulse than for the 5-fs pulse. Moreover, the shorter pulse
duration leads to more intensity in the molecular valence
photoionization spectrum, especially in signals that correspond
to configurations with few holes, at kinetic energies above
900 eV. The molecular Auger electron spectrum has a lower
total intensity, but the Auger transitions with the highest
possible charge ([0,2]→[1,0]) are more intense for the 1-fs
than for the 5-fs pulse. The molecular fluorescence spectrum
looks very similar for both 1 and 5 fs.

In order to further study the changes in the respective
molecular and independent-atom spectra as a function of
fluence and pulse duration, we now consider the integrated
spectra, F̂λ = ∫ ∞

0 dEFλ(E), i.e., the total abundance of K-
shell photoelectrons, valence-shell photoelectrons, Auger elec-
trons, and fluorescence photons. In Fig. 3 the solid lines
represent the integrated spectra calculated in the molecular-
orbital framework for three different pulse durations, 1 fs, 5 fs,

and 50 fs FWHM, as a function of fluence. The dotted lines give
the corresponding quantities for the independent-atom model.
In this section, we describe the general trends in Fig. 3, which
are found both in the molecular and in the independent-atom
calculation. In Sec. III D, we will then highlight the differences
in the integrated spectra of both models.

The K-shell photoelectrons are shown in Fig. 3(a). As
can be seen, the number of emitted K-shell photoelectrons
increases with fluence and saturates for all pulse durations at a
fluence of ∼1012 photons/μm2. The saturation level is found to be
lower for shorter pulse durations. Figure 3(b) contains the total
number of valence photoelectrons. It increases with fluence for
all pulse durations, but the rise is much slower as compared
to the K-shell photoelectrons, and the curves saturate at much
higher fluences. For the 1-fs pulse the total number of valence
photoelectrons still increases considerably at 1013 photons/μm2,
whereas for the 50-fs pulse it is almost saturated for fluences
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FIG. 3. Total number of K-shell photoelectrons, valence photoelectrons, Auger electrons, and fluorescence photons emitted by the water
molecule as a function of fluence for an x-ray pulse with Gaussian pulse envelope for three different pulse durations (1 fs, 5 fs, and 50 fs FWHM).
The solid lines show the molecular calculation, the dotted lines the independent-atom calculation.

larger than 3 × 1012 photons/μm2. The level of saturation also
depends on the pulse duration, but the dependence is reverse to
the one for the K-shell photoelectrons: The longer the pulses,
the fewer emitted valence photoelectrons.

The integrated number of Auger electrons is given in
Fig. 3(c). Resembling the number of K-shell photoelectrons,
the number of Auger electrons rapidly increases with flu-
ence, but it saturates only for the 50-fs pulse. For the two
shorter pulses it decreases with fluence for values larger than
1012 photons/μm2. Similarly to the K-shell photoelectron case,
longer pulses yield more Auger electrons than shorter pulses,
but the differences with respect to pulse duration are less
pronounced than in the trend for the K-shell photoelectrons.
In Fig. 3(d), the number of emitted fluorescence photons is
shown. Interestingly, it shows a nonmonotonic behavior with
respect to the fluence for all three pulse durations considered
here. For low fluences, the fluorescence signal increases, and
it decreases again for very high fluences. The positions and
the heights of the maximum value are different for the three
pulse durations. For the 50-fs pulse, the fluorescence signal
increases fastest and reaches a maximum at 1012 photons/μm2. For
the shorter pulses, it increases less rapidly and the maximum
is reached at higher fluences (2 × 1012 photons/μm2 for 5-fs, and
6 × 1012 photons/μm2 for 1-fs pulse duration).

The fluence and pulse duration dependence of the integrated
spectral intensities in the molecular calculation can be un-
derstood from the competition of the underlying microscopic
electronic transition processes. If one sums together the total
number of emitted electrons in the molecular calculation
(photoelectrons and Auger electrons), one realizes that at a
fluence of 1012 photons/μm2, nearly all ten electrons of the water
molecule are ionized, most drastically for the 50-fs pulse
where on average 9.60 electrons are removed. Since there
are only very few electrons in the molecule left for further
ionization, the number of photoelectrons and Auger electrons
saturates for high fluences. At very high x-ray intensity, the
K-shell ionization rate can be larger than the corresponding
Auger decay rate. In this regime, a significant amount of
double K-shell vacancies is produced. At the same time, the
amount of K-shell ionization is effectively reduced, if the
pulse duration is shorter than the time to refill the K-shell
vacancies by an Auger process. This phenomenon has become
known as intensity-induced x-ray transparency [2] or frustrated
absorption effect [33]. It explains why at the same fluence
fewer K-shell photoelectrons are produced with a shorter pulse
duration in Fig. 3(a).

The suppression of K-shell ionization with shorter pulses
also leads to a reduction of the total number of Auger electrons
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in Fig. 3(c). For the valence photoelectrons the opposite effect
is seen: Since there is less Auger decay for a shorter pulse,
more valence electrons stay in the valence shell and, thus, for a
shorter pulse more valence electrons are exposed to the fluence
and subsequently more of them are ionized as compared to the
longer pulse case. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) reveal that for the 1-
and 5-fs pulses valence ionization and Auger decay compete.
At fluences larger than 1012 photons/μm2, valence ionization
dominates over Auger decay and therefore the amount of Auger
electrons decreases as the fluence increases.

Understanding the behavior of the fluorescence signal
requires special consideration: As we have seen in Fig. 1(d), the
dominant part of the fluorescence stems from highly charged
electronic configurations, which have very low Auger decay
rates. Thus, the total amount of fluorescence increases rapidly
with the population in these highly charged configurations, and
therefore with rising fluence. For very high fluences, however,
the rates of valence ionization start to be comparable with
the fluorescence rates and therefore the fluorescence intensity
decreases again.

D. Differences in the integrated spectra between the molecular
and independent-atom calculations

As can be seen in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c), the total numbers
of K-shell photoelectrons and Auger electrons are lower
for the independent-atom model (dotted lines) than for the
molecular calculation (solid lines). In the molecular case, the
two additional electrons in the water molecule provided by
the hydrogen atoms can be efficiently ionized by CREXIM
through K-shell ionization and Auger decay. The difference
between the molecular and the independent-atom calculations
in the number of K-shell photoelectrons and Auger electrons is
largest for the 50-fs pulse, where it maximally amounts to about
one K-shell electron and one Auger electron. For the shorter
pulses K-shell photoionization and Auger electron emission
are less strongly enhanced due to molecular electron rearrange-
ment. The numbers of valence photoelectrons [Fig. 3(b)] for the
molecular calculation and the independent-atom calculation
are very similar for the 50-fs pulse. Here, the molecular
rearrangement shows little effect.

For the shorter pulses, however, valence ionization is con-
siderably enhanced in the molecular calculation compared to
the independent-atom model. Remarkably, these data suggest
that molecular ionization enhancement may not only take place
through providing more electrons for the Auger decays that
help to refill the K-shell vacancy, but also via photoionization
of valence electrons after charge rearrangement. This aspect
has not been reported in previous works about enhanced
x-ray ionization in molecules [35,36], because only hard x-
ray radiation was considered where valence photoionization
is negligible. For the soft x-ray radiation considered here,
direct photoionization for valence electrons is not negligible
anymore, and it becomes dominant when the valence pho-
toionization rates become larger than the Auger transition
rates. Note that the photoionization cross section of H2O
in the configuration [0,1] amounts to 3.6 kb (averaged over
the four valence orbitals, in which the one electron may be
found). This value is much larger than the photoionization
cross section of H1s, 0.011 kb, in the independent-atom model.

In this way, molecular electron rearrangement enhances the
total molecular ionization via increasing the number of x-ray-
accessible valence photoelectrons shown in Fig. 3(b). This
effect becomes smaller for longer pulse durations, for example,
for the 50-fs case in our calculations.

In total, the contributions of enhanced direct valence ioniza-
tion, enhanced K-shell photoionization, and subsequent Auger
decay sum up to a molecular ionization enhancement of +2 for
the maximum fluence, 1013 photons/μm2, and all pulse durations
considered here.

E. Effects of molecular dissociation and vibrational broadening

The motion of the nuclei is not included in our calculations
since we want to put the focus on how the ionization dynamics
manifest themselves, in principle, in the spectra, rather than
precisely rendering the line shapes as they would emerge
in an experiment and as it is discussed, e.g., in Ref. [31].
Moreover, since we explore the whole parameter space by
varying pulse durations and scanning through fluences, the
computation of the electronic structure and the transition
rates for all occurring molecular geometries would cause a
tremendous computational effort. Nevertheless, the line shapes
might reveal interesting information on the Coulomb explosion
of the molecule.

It is well established that molecules may undergo dissocia-
tion within the lifetime of a core-hole state [52], which, for the
water molecule in a core excited state, has been demonstrated
in Ref. [53]. Even for a very short pulse of 1 fs, the effect of
nuclear motion is not completely negligible, since the protons
are rapidly accelerated by the strong Coulomb repulsion forces.
In order to give an upper estimate on the effect of nuclear
motion on the smearing out of spectral lines, we calculate
how much the binding energy of the electrons is reduced
due to Coulombic attraction between the electrons on the
oxygen atom and the protons if one takes into account that
the protons move away from the positively charged oxygen
ion due to Coulomb repulsion. We calculate the energy shift of
the spectral lines for instantaneous charges of the oxygen atom
of +4 and the extreme case of +8. For a 1-fs pulse we expect
a maximum shift of the spectral lines of +7 eV and +11 eV,
and for a 5-fs pulse the maximum shift is +24 eV and +26 eV
for the charges +4 and +8, respectively. The upper limit for
the shift is +31 eV, which is the result if the protons are so
far away from the oxygen atom that the Coulomb attraction
between electrons and protons becomes negligible.

These results tell us that the incorporation of nuclear motion
would further increase the chemical shift. Nuclear dynamics
may alter the shape and position of the spectral lines. However,
we expect the impact on the ionization dynamics to be rather
small, because the total Auger decay rates for the water
molecule are rather insensitive to the geometry [35,43,54],
and photoionization (core and valence) happens predominantly
on the oxygen atom, on which the electron density quickly
concentrates with higher charge states. Therefore, we think that
the area under the respective peaks is not sensitive to nuclear
dynamics.

A second effect we have so far neglected in the calculated
spectra is vibrational broadening. Since the hydrogen-oxygen
bond length in the vibrational ground state of H2O has a
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distribution of finite width (standard deviation of σ = 0.07 Å),
the electronic transition lines are broadened considerably due
to the large slope of the dissociating potential energy surfaces
(here approximated by Q/r , where Q is the charge of the
oxygen atom and r is the O-H distance). For an oxygen charge
of +4 this would yield a spectral broadening of 10.4 eV FWHM,
and for an oxygen charge of +8 the vibrational broadening
amounts to 20.7 eV FWHM. Hence, the spectral features are
smeared out and are considerably broader when the system
acquires a higher charge state. For the K-shell photoelectron
spectra, where the lines for different numbers of holes are
well separated, we still think that the individual lines can be
identified.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we extend the XMOLECULE toolkit to gen-
erate photoelectron, Auger electron, and x-ray fluorescence
spectra at high x-ray intensity. The computational scheme is
based on efficient molecular electronic structure calculations
that allow us to take all possible multiple-hole configura-
tions into account. After solving coupled rate equations, the
time-dependent populations of the electronic configurations
are obtained and spectra corresponding to each process are
calculated. In our calculations a photon energy of 1 keV,
pulse durations of 1 fs, 5 fs, and 50 fs, and fluences between
1010 photons/μm2 and 1013 photons/μm2 are assumed.

The results show that the K-shell photoelectron spectrum
of H2O at high x-ray intensity is remarkably well ordered,
despite the extreme conditions. Interestingly, the chemical
shift of double core-hole states is found to increase as a
function of the number of valence holes, until it saturates at
approximately 43 eV for a number of three or more valence
holes, which indicates that at these high charge states the
rearrangement of the hydrogen electrons towards the oxygen
atom is completed. In consideration of the photon energy of

1 keV, a notable contribution of valence photoionization is
found, which can be mainly assigned to highly charged states.
The Auger electron spectrum is found to consist of a broad
block nearly continuously covering the range between 440
and 560 eV. Similar to the valence photoelectron spectrum,
strong signals in the fluorescence spectrum arise from highly
charged configurations, with the largest contribution from
molecules with only one remaining valence electron. The
integrated spectra reveal that short pulses yield fewer K-shell
photoelectrons and fewer Auger electrons than long pulses, but
more valence photoelectrons. This behavior is identified as a
manifestation of frustrated absorption in the spectra.

The recently found molecular ionization enhancement at
high x-ray intensity due to molecular electron rearrangement
is reflected in almost equal shares in the K-shell photoelectron
spectrum and in the Auger electron spectrum of the water
molecule. For soft x-ray pulses our findings suggest that
valence photoionization may directly be enhanced through
rearrangement of electrons in the molecule in the case of
shorter pulses. This extends previous work on molecular
ionization enhancement [35,36], where only hard x-rays were
considered.

Further investigations may include nuclear dynamics, since
nuclei in highly ionized molecules move very fast and this
may leave interesting fingerprints in the spectra, especially in
combination with longer pulses. The chemical shift in highly
ionized molecules, with a focus on the comparison of double
core-hole states with triple and quadruple core-hole states,
should also be of interest for future work.
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